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J.Z., a minor, by and through her natural
parents and next friends, TIFFINEY and
RICHARD ZINGER; TIFFINEY and RICHARD
ZINGER, individually; H.R., a minor, by and
through her natural parents and next friends,
GEISY MORENO and JOEL RODRIGUEZ;
and GEISY MORENO and JOEL
RODRIGUEZ, individually,

Plaintiffs,

VS.

UNIVERSAL CITY DEVELOPMENT
PARTNERS, LTD., a Florida for-Profit Limited
Partnership, d/b/a UNIVERSAL ORLANDO
and d/b/a UNIVERSAL STUDIOS

Defendant.

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
NINTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
ORANGE COUNTY, FLORIDA

CIRCUIT CIVIL DIVISION

CASE NO.:

COMPLAINT AND REQUEST FOR JURY TRIAL

J.Z., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends, Tiffiney and

Richard Zinger, and Tiffiney and Richard Zinger individually (hereinafter "Zinger

Plaintiffs") and H.R., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends, Geisy

Moreno and Joel Rodriguez, and Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez individually

(hereinafter "Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs") sue Universal City Development Partners,

Ltd. d/b/a Universal Orlando, d/b/a Universal Studios (hereinafter collectively "Universal

Orlando") and allege as follows:
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Zinger and Rodriguez Complaint and Request for Jury Trial

INTRODUCTION

The subject Complaint regards a Universal Studios employee dressed as an

animated character who targeted a black autistic child and a Spanish-speaking Hispanic

child based on their race, color and national origin. The two young vulnerable children

gleefully and innocently ran up to meet the disguised man during family trips to Universal

Orlando-sponsored events. In display of open hatred towards the girls, the costumed

man made a White-Power hand symbol while posing for family photographs and videos

taken by their unsuspecting parents. Universal Orlando took no action to detect, avoid

nor prevent this offensive and discriminatory behavior repeated at its park and hotel

event. See below photos attached as exhibits and referenced in further detail herein:

Exh. A: Gru & H.R., February 2019 Exh. B: Gru & J.Z., March 2019
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Zinger and Rodriguez Complaint and Request for Jury Trial

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1. The present lawsuit presents claims for damages as to each Plaintiff in

excess of $30,000.00 (Thirty-Thousand Dollars), exclusive of interest and costs.

2. J.Z., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends, Tiffiney

and Richard Zinger; and H.R., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next

friends, Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez, each raise claims based on statutory

discrimination violations of the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, Fla. Stat. §§ 760.01,

760.07, 760.08, and 760.11.

3. The Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs each raise claims

based on Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress and Negligent Supervision; J.Z., by

and through her natural parents and next friends, Tiffiney and Richard Zinger, files an

action for Civil Battery; and Tiffiney and Richard Zinger, individually, and Geisy Moreno

and Joel Rodriguez, individually, file actions for Negligent Infliction of Emotional Distress.

4. The Zinger Plaintiffs all reside in both the state of Florida and the state of

Colorado.

5. The Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs all reside in the state of Florida.

6. Venue lies within Orange County, Florida because all Universal Orlando-

sponsored events giving rise to the claims in this Complaint arose in Orange County, the

location of Defendant's Universal Studios theme park (where H.R. was present when

events giving rise to her allegations took place) and Universal's Loews Royal Pacific

Resort (where J.Z. was present when events giving rise to her allegations took place).
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Zinger and Rodriguez Complaint and Request for Jury Trial

7. Defendant, Universal City Development Partners, Ltd., is a Florida Limited

Partnership that does business in Orange County, Florida; at all times material, it has

been authorized to do business, and has been doing business and maintaining offices in

Orange County, Florida; and has owned, operated, controlled, possessed and maintained

the premises located at 1000 Universal Studios Plaza, Orlando, Florida (d/b/a Universal

Orlando).

8. Universal's Loews Royal Pacific Resort is located in Orange County,

Florida, at 6300 Hollywood Way, Orlando, Florida.

9. All conditions precedent to the maintenance of these actions have been

met, performed, waived or otherwise satisfied, including the filing of Complaints with the

State of Florida — Florida Commission on Human Relations. The Commission issued its

determinations on August 7, 2020, which permitted civil actions to be filed in a court of

competent jurisdiction within one year of said date, in accordance with Fla. Stat. §§

760.11(4) and 760.11(8). See Exhibits C and D attached hereto. Per the Florida statutes,

the present actions are being filed within one year of the Commission's Notice of Rights.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS COMMON
TO FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT VIOLATIONS

10. The Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 reads in pertinent part:

(2) The general purposes of the Florida Civil Rights Act of
1992 are to secure for all individuals within the state freedom
from discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex,
pregnancy, national origin, age, handicap, or marital status
and thereby to protect their interest in personal dignity, to
make available to the state their full productive capacities, to
secure the state against domestic strife and unrest, to
preserve the public safety, health, and general welfare, and to
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Zinger and Rodriguez Complaint and Request for Jury Trial

promote the interests, rights, and privileges of individuals
within the state.

(3) The Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992 shall be construed
according to the fair import of its terms and shall be liberally
construed to further the general purposes stated in this
section and the special purposes of the particular provision
involved.

Fla. Stat. § 760.01(2)-(3)

11. Per Fla. Stat. § 760.02(11), Universal Orlando's subject theme park,

Universal Studios, is a place of public accommodation and place of exhibition or

entertainment. Universal's Loews Royal Pacific Resort is a place of public

accommodation, lodging, and facility principally engaged in selling food for consumption

on the premises, an establishment that provides lodging to transient guests, a place of

exhibit or entertainment, and an establishment physically located within the premises of

a public-accommodations establishment, which holds itself out as serving patrons of such

public-accommodations establishment.

12. The present Complaint is brought based on violations of Fla. Stat. § 760.08:

Discrimination in Places of Public Accommodation, against both J.Z. and H.R., which

reads:

All persons are entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the
goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
accommodations of any place of public accommodation
without discrimination or segregation on the ground of race,
color, national origin, sex, pregnancy, handicap, familial
status, or religion.

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

13. At all times herein mentioned, Universal Orlando owned, operated,

controlled and maintained the theme park at Universal Studios and hired, directed,
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Zinger and Rodriguez Complaint and Request for Jury Trial

controlled, supervised and monitored the theme park's staff and employees, including the

men and women dressed in costume and their handlers and supervisors.

14. At all times herein mentioned, Universal Orlando hired, directed, controlled,

supervised and monitored all of the costumed employees, handlers and supervisors who

attended a Universal-themed breakfast at Loews Royal Pacific Resort.

15. At all times herein mentioned, Universal Orlando hired, supervised,

directed, monitored and controlled its employees dressed in character costume, including

those dressed as Felonious Gru, a movie character from "Despicable Me."

16. At all times herein mentioned, Universal Orlando provided employees

dressed in character costumes to work at Universal Studiostheme park and Universal's

Loews Royal Pacific Resort in Orange County, Florida.

17. At all times herein mentioned, the character/s dressed as Gru who posed in

Exhibits A, B and P photographs and video was/were acting as employee/s and agent/s

and acting within the course and scope of his/their agency and employed by Defendant.

18. At all times herein mentioned, the "handlers" and supervisors of the

character/s dressed as Gru who posed in the subject photographs and video (attached

as Exhibits A, B and P) were acting as employees and agents and acting within the course

and scope of their agency and employment with Defendant.

19. J.Z. is a member of a statutorily protected class based on her race and

color. She is biracial. Her natural father, Richard Zinger, is white and her natural mother,

Tiffiney Zinger, is black. J.Z. also has special needs. She is visibly handicapped with

autism. Her physical actions displayed this handicapped condition to all those who saw
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her at the time of her interaction with the Universal Orlando employee dressed as Gru on

or about March 23, 2019.

20. H.R. is a member of a statutorily protected class based on her color and

national origin. She is Hispanic. Her natural parents, Geisy and Joel Rodriguez, are

Hispanic and both were born in Cuba. H.R. is bilingual, and speaks English and Spanish

interchangeably. She openly spoke Spanish with her father, Joel Rodriguez, and mother,

Geisy Moreno, during the time she interacted with the Universal Orlando employee

dressed as Gru on February 16, 2019.

21. J.Z. and H.R. were each the victims of Universal Orlando's costumed

employee, dressed as Felonious Gru, positioning himself for a family photograph/video

with each during which time he openly and pointedly displayed towards them a

universally-known and universally-used hate symbol that indicates White Power (Exhibits

A and B).

22. Using his/their hand, Universal Orlando's employee/s dressed as Gru

fanned three fingers into a "W" shape and curled his/their index finger and thumb to touch

over his/their wrist to form a P.

23. This White Power hand signal has become openly and widely used to

express hatred towards a segment of the population based upon a person's race, color

and national origin, and it has prevalently and commonly been known as a hate symbol

for years preceding the incidents detailed in the present Complaint.
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24. The symbol became so prevalent well before the incidents reflected in

Exhibits A and B that it has long been listed as a sign used to indicate "hate" by the

American Anti-Defamation League (Exhibit E).

25. White Supremacists have adapted and celebrated the signal and

prevalently post it in photographs on social media and other Internet sites as a sign of

racial hatred and discrimination against those not of Caucasian heritage and those who

speak languages other than English.

26. The Boston Globe published an in-depth exposé just 5 months prior to

H.R.'s photo with Gru and 6 months prior to J.Z.'s photo with Gru to indicate how

widespread and well-known the hate signal had become by the time the incidents detailed

herein occurred. See Michael Andor Brodeur, That Hand Symbol You're Seeing

Everywhere? Not OK, BOSTON GLOBE, Sept. 21, 2018 (Exhibit F).

27. The same White-Power symbol was widely publicized and criticized when

patrons displayed it and the Nazi salute while riding Universal StudiosRevenge of the

Mummy in 2019. See Ashley Carter, Group Flashes Nazi Salute on Universal's Mummy

Ride, SPECTRUM NEWS 13, Aug. 19, 2019, https://www.mynews13.com/fl/orlando/

attractions/2019/08/19/group-makes-nazi-salute-on-universal-orlando-ride (Exhibit G).

This photograph, which originally appeared on Facebook, was included in mass news

coverage in the Orlando area at the time of the incident.

28. International media showcased the symbol's widespread use when Brenton

Tarrant displayed the signal during his courtroom appearance after his arrest for

murdering fifty (50) people in a shooting spree at mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand
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(Exhibit H). Another man accused of a highly-publicized hate-inspired murder, Kyle

Rittenhouse, also openly used the White-Power hate sign, as seen in published photos

where he posed with members of a hate group. See Katie Shepherd, Kyle Rittenhouse

Flashed Hate Symbols, Posed with Proud Boys in a Wisconsin Bar, Prosecutors Say,

WASHINGTON POST, Jan. 13, 2021 (Exhibit l). Lobbyist Roger Stone infamously and

openly showed the hand signal with supporters (Exhibit J). West Point cadets displayed

the hand signal repeatedly behind a sportscaster during a football game in an event widely

publicized (Exhibit K).

29. Disturbingly, United States Capital rioters on January 6, 2021 frequently

displayed the signal to remove any doubt as to its long-standing and long-understood

hate-filled messaging. See Identifying Far-Right Symbols that Appeared at the U.S.

Capitol Riot, WASHINGTON POST, Jan. 15, 2021 (Exhibit L), and Matthew Rosenberg and

Ainara Tiefenthaler, Decoding the Far-Right Symbols at the Capital Riot, N.Y. TIMES, Jan.

13, 2021 (Exhibit M). International media have reported extensively on the prevalence of

the hand signal's use as a hate symbol. See OK Hand Sign Added to List of Hate

Symbols, BBC NEWS, Sept. 27, 2019; Vanessa Swales, How Did the OK Sign Become a

Symbol of White Supremacy?, THE INDEPENDENT, Dec. 17, 2019; and Vanessa Swales,

When the O.K. Sign is No Longer O.K., N.Y. TIMES, Dec. 15, 2019 (Exhibit N).

30. Postings on social media have helped proliferate the symbol among hate

groups at or near the time that the Exhibit A and B photos were taken with H.R. and J.Z.

See Exhibit O.
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PUNITIVE DAMAGES ALLEGATIONS

31. Universal Orlando's supervisors, handlers, employees and agents,

including the subject man/men dressed as Gru who posed in photographs and video with

J.Z. and H.R., knew that the White Power signal shown in the attached photographs with

J.Z. and H.R. was a deliberate hate symbol that unmistakably indicated hate and

discrimination directed against both J.Z. and H.R.

32. Florida permits punitive damages to be awarded for violations of Florida

Civil Rights Act of 1992, through Fla. Stat. § 760.11(5), which reads in part:

(5) In any civil action brought under this section, the court ma)
issue an order prohibiting the discriminatory practice an(

providing affirmative relief from the effects of the practice
including back pay. The court may also award compensator)
damages, including, but not limited to, damages for menta
anguish, loss of dignity, and any other intangible injuries, an(

punitive damages. ...

33. Universal Orlando's character/s dressed as Gru, during the two incidents

identified in the present Complaint involving the Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and

Moreno Plaintiffs, had actual knowledge of the wrongfulness of the conduct of showing

hate symbols in photographs and videos and the high probability that injury to the Zinger

Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs would result and, despite that knowledge,

intentionally showed and placed the hate symbol, resulting in:

the following injuries to the Zinger Plaintiffs:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. loss of innocence;
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D. emotional distress;

E. humiliation;

F. embarrassment;

G. battery of an unwanted touching (J.Z. only); and

H. loss of enjoyment of life.

and the following injuries to the Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. loss of innocence;

D. emotional distress;

E. humiliation;

F. embarrassment; and

G. loss of enjoyment of life.

34. Universal Orlando's character/s dressed as Gru, during the two incidents

identified in the present Complaint involving the Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and

Moreno Plaintiffs, engaged in conduct by displaying the known hate symbol in

photographs and video with young children based on their race and color (J.Z.), and color

and national origin (H.R.) so reckless and wanting in care that it constituted a conscious

disregard and indifference to the safety and rights of the people exposed to such conduct

— the Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs.

35. Universal Orlando, and the handlers and supervisors of Universal Orlando's

character/s dressed as Gru, during the two incidents identified in the present Complaint
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involving the Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs, actively and knowingly

participated in the situation wherein the Gru character was allowed to display the hate

symbol with children in protected classes in an open display before handlers who

witnessed the behavior and encouraged the behavior by allowing it to continue and repeat

and assisted in drawing unsuspecting children to be victims of the conduct as they steered

the children to engage with the man/men dressed as Gru.

36. Universal Orlando, and the handlers and supervisors of Universal Orlando's

character/s dressed as Gru, during the two incidents identified in the present Complaint

involving the Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs, knowingly condoned,

ratified, facilitated and consented to such offensive conduct with H.R and J.Z. by watching

its continued and open display and doing nothing to stop or prevent it.

37. Universal Orlando, and the handlers and supervisors of Universal Orlando's

character/s dressed as Gru, during the two incidents identified in the present Complaint

involving the Zinger Plaintiffs and Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs, engaged in conduct

that constituted gross negligence — by being in a position to supervise, control and monitor

the Gru costumed character/sinteractions with young innocent children, such as J.Z. and

H.R., and allowing those children to be exposed to offensive behavior and conduct due

to the Universal Orlando's handler and supervisors failing to monitor and control the Gru

character/s interaction with J.Z. and H.R. to ensure no harmful contact; ignoring the

potentially harmful nature of the interactions; and/or knowingly facilitating the harmful

contact with the children by luring the children to engage with the character while he

openly made harmful contact — and that contributed to:
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the following injuries to the Zinger Plaintiffs:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. loss of innocence;

D. emotional distress;

E. humiliation;

F. embarrassment;

G. battery of an unwanted touching (J.Z. only); and

H. loss of enjoyment of life.

and the following injuries to the Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs:

l. mental anguish;

J. loss of dignity;

K. loss of innocence;

L. emotional distress;

M. humiliation;

N. embarrassment; and

O. loss of enjoyment of life.

COUNT I

IN VIOLATION OF FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992:
J.Z.'S CLAIM OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS DISCRIMINATION

J.Z., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends, Tiffiney and

Richard Zinger, re-alleges the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1 through 37 as

if set forth herein in full and further asserts:
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38. Universal Orlando violated Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, as codified in

Fla. Stat. § 760.08: Discrimination in Places of Public Accommodation, against J.Z. based

on the following allegations:

39. On or about March 23, 2019, J.Z. at the age of 6, along with her parents,

Tiffiney and Richard Zinger, went to a children's breakfast sponsored by Universal

Orlando at the Loews Royal Pacific Resort in Orange County, Florida.

40. J.Z. eagerly met a man employed by Universal Orlando and dressed in a

Felonious Gru costume who appeared at the event. Felonious Gru is an animated

character from one of J.Z.'s favorite movies, Despicable Me.

41. While positioning for a photograph and video, the costumed man held J.Z.'s

shoulder and placed directly upon her shoulder a White-Power hate symbol. See video

still photograph attached as Exhibit B.

42. The costumed man held this hate symbol on J.Z.'s shoulder for an extended

period of time, as video evidence shows. The costumed man was directed by a Universal

Orlando "handler who brought him to join J.Z. and her family. The handler was in a

position where she could fully see what was taking place when this costumed man placed

the hate symbol on J.Z.'s body.

43. J.Z. selected a video still/photograph of the incident to display in a school

project, and was emotionally upset, humiliated, embarrassed and suffered a loss of

dignity when she found out that the video still/photograph could not be used in class

because of the White Power symbol prominently displayed in the video-still photograph.
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44. Upon discovering the incident, J.Z.'s parents, Tiffiney and Richard Zinger,

explained to their daughter that a man did a bad thing to her because he did not like her

because of her race and color. As a result, J.Z. suffered emotional harm, humiliation,

embarrassment and loss of dignity when realizing that the man dressed as her beloved

animated character placed a symbol on her shoulder in clear indication of his hatred of

her due to her race and color.

45. People in unprotected classes at the event were not treated in a similar

discriminatory manner as was J.Z. at this event.

46. Universal Orlando's employee's direct actions against J.Z. and also

Universal Orlando's negligent hiring, training and supervision of the employee resulted in

harm to J.Z.

47. This incident prevented J.Z.'s full and equal enjoyment of the goods,

services, facilities, privileges, advantages and accommodations of Universal's Loew's

Royal Pacific Resort — a place of public accommodation — without discrimination on the

grounds of race and color.

48. The costumed Gru character also raised a banana over both the heads of

Tiffiney and J.Z. while they posed together for an additional photo (see attached Exhibit

P).

49. This Universal Orlando costumed employee was permitted to openly

discriminate in a pattern and practice against children, such as J.Z. and H.R. (see Count

II allegations set forth and adopted herein as to H.R.), by displaying this hate symbol while
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WHEREFORE, J.Z., by and through her natural parents and next friends, Tiffiney

and Richard Zinger, demands judgment for compensatory damages, including, but not

limited to, damages for mental anguish, loss of dignity, and any other intangible injuries

as listed above, punitive damages and attorneys fees as statutorily ascribed and

permissible under Fla. Stat. § 760.11(5), and all other remedies that this Court rules just

and proper. Further, per statute, J.Z., by and through her natural parents and next friends,

Tiffiney and Richard Zinger, seeks affirmative relief from the effects of Defendant's

discriminatory practices, including but not exclusively an Order prohibiting the

discriminatory practices.

COUNT II

IN VIOLATION OF FLORIDA CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1992:
H.R.'S CLAIM OF PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS DISCRIMINATION

H.R., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends, Geisy Moreno

and Joel Rodriguez, re-alleges the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1 through 37

as if set forth herein in full and further asserts:

54. Universal Orlando violated Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, as codified in

Fla. Stat. § 760.08: Discrimination in Places of Public Accommodation, against H.R.

based on the following allegations:

55. On February 16, 2019, H.R., at the age of 5, along with her parents, Geisy

and Joel Rodriguez, were at Universal Studios theme park in Orange County, Fla.

56. A man employed by Universal Orlando and dressed in a Felonious Gru

costume displayed a White Power hate symbol next to H.R. while he posed in a

photograph with her (see attached Exhibit A).
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57. H.R. is Hispanic and is bilingual (speaking both Spanish and English). Her

parents, Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez, were born in Cuba and are now both United

States citizens. Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez were openly speaking in Spanish to

H.R. while attempting to get the man dressed as Gru to pose in a photograph with H.R.

58. Gru ignored the child while posing with white English-speaking children

lined up for photographs. Joel Rodriguez chased Gru down and beseeched him to pose

with his overlooked child, and the dressed character eventually stood for the photograph

attached is Exhibit A, wherein he displayed the hate symbol.

59. The Gru characters handlers and/or supervisors were in the area to view

this act of hate.

60. H.R. suffered emotional harm, embarrassment, humiliation and loss of

dignity after Geisy Moreno explained to her why a costumed man displayed this hate sign

in a photograph with her.

61. People in other non-protected classes at the event were not treated in a

similar discriminatory manner as was H.R. at this event.

62. Universal Orlando's employee's direct actions against H.R. and also

Universal Orlando's negligent hiring, training and supervision of supervising employees

resulted in harm to H.R.

63. This incident prevented H.R.'s full and equal enjoyment of the goods,

services, facilities, privileges, advantages and accommodations of Universal Studios'

amusement park — a place of public accommodation — without discrimination on the

ground of color and national origin.
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64. This Universal Orlando employee was permitted to openly discriminate in a

pattern and practice against children in a protected class, such as J.Z. (see Count I

regarding J.Z. as if incorporated herein) and H.R., by displaying this hate symbol while

standing with children and without any redress or prevention of these actions by his

handlers or supervisors employed by Universal Orlando. The character would go on to

show the same hate symbol against a black child (J.Z.) just one month later.

65. To date, despite repeated requests, Universal Orlando has refused to

disclose the name of the costumed and disguised employee who displayed this hate

symbol against H.R.

66. Universal Orlando's failure to disclose the identity of the employee who did

this to H.R. puts other children at risk of being targets of hate while Universal Orlando

employees are permitted to display symbols of hate unfettered and with anonymity at

Universal Orlando's properties and events.

67. As a result of Universal Orlando's costumed employee's discriminatory

actions against H.R. based on her color and national origin, she suffered:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. loss of innocence;

D. emotional distress;

E. humiliation;

F. embarrassment; and

G. loss of enjoyment of life.
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WHEREFORE, H.R., by and through her natural parents and next friends, Geisy

Moreno and Joel Rodriguez, demands judgment for compensatory damages, including,

but not limited to, damages for mental anguish, loss of dignity, and any other intangible

injuries as listed above, punitive damages and attorneys fees as statutorily ascribed and

permissible under Fla. Stat. § 760.11(5), and all other remedies that this Court rules just

and proper. Further, per statute, H.R., by and through her natural parents and next

friends, Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez, seeks affirmative relief from the effects of

Defendant's discriminatory practices, including but not exclusively an Order prohibiting

the discriminatory practices.

COUNT III

J.Z.'S CLAIM OF CIVIL BATTERY

J.Z., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends, Tiffiney and

Richard Zinger, re-alleges the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1 through 30 as

if set forth herein in full and asserts:

68. On or about March 23, 2019, J.Z., at the age of 6, along with her parents,

Tiffiney and Richard Zinger, went to a children's breakfast sponsored by Universal

Orlando at the Loews Royal Pacific Resort in Orange County, Florida.

69. A man employed by Universal Orlando and dressed in a Felonious Gru

costume held J.Z.'s shoulder and placed directly upon her shoulder a White Power hate

symbol. See video still-photograph attached as Exhibit A.

70. The symbol was intended as offensive, insulting, demoralizing and

emotionally harmful contact.
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71. The disguised man, who Universal Orlando has refused to disclose,

intended to cause harmful and offensive contact against J.Z., and the harmful and

offensive contact did, in fact, directly occur.

72. The White Power symbol was placed on J.Z. as an offensive signal

representing his hatred towards her as a black handicapped child.

73. Universal Orlando, as the employer of the man dressed as Gru, at the time

of the incident, had direct supervision and knowledge of its employee's offensive and

harmful contact and the employee, his supervisors and handlers knew and/or should have

known such contact occurred.

74. Universal Orlando, as the employer of the man dressed as Gru at the time

the incident, had — through the employee and his supervisors and handlers — direct

knowledge of the offensive and harmful nature of the contact.

75. Despite such contact by a Universal Orlando employee, neither the

employee nor his supervisors or handlers made any effort to prevent, stop or end such

offensive and harmful contact or to take any other remedial action in response.

76. The supervisors and/or handlers of the Gru character facilitated this harmful

contact by luring J.Z. to stand beside Gru and watched knowingly as Gru placed the hate

symbol on J.Z.'s shoulder.

77. As a result of the offensive, demoralizing and emotionally harmful contact

with J.Z. by Universal Orlando's costumed employee, she suffered the following:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;
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C. emotional distress;

D. humiliation;

E. embarrassment;

F. insult;

G. offense;

H. revulsion;

l. battery of an unwanted touching; and

J. loss of enjoyment of life.

WHEREFORE, J.Z., a minor, by and through her natural parents and next friends,

Tiffiney and Richard Zinger, demands judgment for compensatory damages, including,

but not limited to, damages for mental anguish, loss of dignity, attorney's fees and any

other intangible injuries, and all other remedies that this Court rules just and proper.

rni INT IV

ZINGER PLAINTIFFS'
CLAIM OF INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

The Zinger Plaintiffs re-allege the allegations set forth above in paragraphs 1

through 30 as if set forth herein in full and assert:

78. Universal Orlando's employee dressed as Gru acted intentionally and

recklessly when Gru placed the White Power hate symbol on J.Z.'s shoulder (as depicted

in Exhibit B) and knew or should have known that emotional distress would likely result.

79. Universal Orlando's employee dressed as Gru acted outrageously when he

displayed a White Power hate symbol while J.Z. posed eagerly and innocently in
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photographs with him, as to go beyond all bounds of decency, and to be regarded as

odious and utterly intolerable in a civilized community.

80. The Universal Orlando employee dressed as Gru caused severe emotional

distress in the form of grave humiliation, grave insult, grave loss of dignity and grave

embarrassment to J.Z. individually as well as to her parents, Tiffiney and Richard Zinger,

when they realized the hateful symbol was so blatantly displayed to show hatred towards

J.Z., based purely on her race and color; to show hatred towards Tiffiney Zinger based

purely on her race and color; and to show hatred towards Richard Zinger based purely

on his being father to black children.

81. Universal Orlando's handlers and supervisors acted intentionally and

recklessly when watching and facilitating Gru placing the White-Power hate symbol on

J.Z.'s shoulder, and knew or should have known that emotional distress would likely

result.

82. Universal Orlando's handlers and supervisors acted outrageously when

allowing and facilitating a man dressed as Gru to display a White Power hate symbol

while J.Z. posed eagerly and innocently in photographs with him, as to go beyond all

bounds of decency, and to be regarded as odious and utterly intolerable in a civilized

community.

83. Universal Orlando's handlers and supervisors caused severe emotional

distress in the form of grave humiliation, grave insult, grave loss of dignity and grave

embarrassment to J.Z. individually as well as to her parents, Tiffiney and Richard Zinger,

when they realized the hateful symbol was so blatantly displayed to show hatred towards
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J.Z., based purely on her race and color; to show hatred towards Tiffiney Zinger based

purely on her race and color; and to show hatred towards Richard Zinger based purely

on his being father to black children.

84. As a result of the offensive and insulting hate symbol being placed on J.Z.'s

shoulder, J.Z., Tiffiney and Richard Zinger each suffered the following:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. emotional distress;

D. humiliation;

E. embarrassment;

F. insult;

G. offense;

H. revulsion;

l. battery of an unwanted touching (J.Z. only); and

J. loss of enjoyment of life.

WHEREFORE, the Zinger Plaintiffs each demand judgment for compensatory

damages, including, but not limited to, damages for mental anguish, loss of dignity,

humiliation, embarrassment, emotional harm and attorneys fees, and all other remedies

that this Court rules just and proper.
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COUNT V
RODRIGUEZ AND MORENO PLAINTIFFS'

CLAIM OF INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

The Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs re-allege the allegations set forth above in

paragraphs 1 through 30 as if set forth herein in full and assert:

85. Universal Orlando's employee dressed as Gru acted intentionally and

recklessly when Gru placed the White-Power hate symbol beside H.R.'s head (as

depicted in Exhibit A) and knew or should have known that emotional distress would likely

result.

86. Universal Orlando's employee dressed as Gru acted outrageously when he

displayed a White Power hate symbol while H.R. posed eagerly and innocently in

photographs with him, as to go beyond all bounds of decency, and to be regarded as

odious and utterly intolerable in a civilized community.

87. The Universal Orlando employee dressed as Gru caused severe emotional

distress in the form of grave humiliation, grave insult, grave loss of dignity and grave

embarrassment to H.R. individually as well as to her parents, Geisy Moreno and Joel

Rodriguez, when they realized the hateful symbol was so blatantly displayed to show

hatred towards a young innocent child, H.R. based purely on her color, national origin

and speaking Spanish; to show hatred towards Joel Rodriguez based purely on his color,

national origin and speaking Spanish; and to show hatred towards Geisy Moreno based

purely on her color, national origin and speaking Spanish.
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88. Universal Orlando's handlers and supervisors acted intentionally and

recklessly when watching and facilitating Gru placing the White Power hate symbol by

H.R.'s head, and knew or should have known that emotional distress would likely result.

89. Universal Orlando's handlers and supervisors acted outrageously when

allowing and facilitating a man dressed as Gru to display a White Power hate symbol

while H.R. posed eagerly and innocently in photographs with him, as to go beyond all

bounds of decency, and to be regarded as odious and utterly intolerable in a civilized

community.

90. Universal Orlando's handlers and supervisors caused severe emotional

distress in the form of grave humiliation, grave insult, grave loss of dignity and grave

embarrassment to H.R. individually as well as to her parents, Geisy Moreno and Joel

Rodriguez, when they realized the hateful symbol was so blatantly displayed to show

hatred towards a young innocent child, H.R., based purely on her color, national origin

and speaking Spanish; to show hatred towards Joel Rodriguez based purely on his color,

national origin and speaking Spanish; and to show hatred towards Geisy Moreno based

purely on her color, national origin and speaking Spanish.

91. As a result of the offensive and insulting hate symbol being placed by H.R.'s

head, H.R., Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez each suffered the following:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. emotional distress;

D. humiliation;
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E. embarrassment;

F. insult;

G. offense;

H. revulsion; and

loss of enjoyment of life.

WHEREFORE, the Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs each demand judgment for

compensatory damages, including, but not limited to, damages for mental anguish, loss

of dignity, humiliation, embarrassment, emotional harm and attorneys fees, and all other

remedies that this Court rules just and proper.

COUNT VI
ZINGER PLAINTIFFS'

CLAIMS OF NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION

92. The Zinger Plaintiffs readopt and reallege all previous allegations contained

in paragraphs 1 through 30 above as if set forth herein in full and assert:

93. As an employer of costumed characters who interact with children at its

sponsored events, Universal Orlando supervised the man dressed as Gru and who

showed the White-Power hate symbol in a photo with J.Z., including placing the White

Power symbol directly on J.Z.'s shoulder as he touched her.

94. In its supervision of the man dressed in costume and allowed to interact

with children, such as the Universal Orlando employee who showed the White Power

symbol in the subject photograph and video, Universal Orlando had a legal duty to use

reasonable care to maintain an environment ensuring the health, welfare and safety of

J.Z. while she was a patron at Universal Orlando's sponsored event.
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95. A relationship existed between J.Z. and the costumed character who

interacted with her, giving rise to legal duties on the part of Universal Orlando to protect

and maintain the health, welfare and safety of J.Z. at the event.

96. A relationship existed between Tiffiney and Richard Zinger and the

costumed character who interacted with them, giving rise to legal duties on the part of

Universal Orlando to protect and maintain the health, welfare and safety of them at the

event.

97. Universal Orlando's costumed employees, such as the man dressed as Gru

in the subject photograph and video, are supervised by handlers and supervisors

employed by Universal Orlando and who accompany the dressed characters to events

and oversee the costumed employeesinteractions with children.

98. Prior to J.Z.'s incident as shown in Exhibit B, Universal Orlando was on

notice and became aware, or should have become aware, of problems with the Gru

costumed character depicted in both the J.Z. and H.R. photographs that indicated his

unfitness, but Universal Orlando failed to take further action such as investigation,

discharge or reassignment to prevent injury to J.Z.

99. Universal Orlando knew or had reason to know of the harmful and offensive

contact occurring at its sponsored events and unreasonably failed to prevent the

foreseeable harm being inflicted on J.Z. during the Universal Orlando costumed

employee's harmful interaction with her. Of particular but not exclusive concern, a

character dressed as Gru openly showed the White-Power hate symbol in a photo with

H.R., which handlers and supervisors employed by Universal Orlando were watching or
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should have been in a position to watch, just 35 days before a Universal employee

dressed as Gru was allowed to once again display the same White-Power hate symbol

and place the symbol on the shoulder of J.Z. without prevention, restriction or remedial

measures taken by the handlers and supervisors after the H.R. incident, nor before or

during the J.Z. incident. In these regards, Universal Orlando:

A. Failed to have in place properly supervised targeted policies

governing costumed charactersbehavior around and interaction with child and

adult patrons;

B. Failed to have in place properly supervised targeted policies

governing improper and discriminatory contact with children and adults;

C. Failed to have in place properly supervised policies, procedures and

guidelines regarding what are overtly discriminatory and offensive signals,

gestures and behavior to show towards children and adults who are in protected

classes such as those based on race, national origin and color;

D. Failed to have in place properly supervised informational and

educational programs notifying and/or informing costumed characters and their

handlers or co-workers what are universally-known and unacceptable signals and

gestures used to show discrimination and hatred towards protected classes;

E. Failed to have in place properly supervised supervisory personnel to

assure that improper contact between costumed characters and protected-class

children and others did not occur;
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F. Failed to have in place properly supervised adequate investigatory

procedures to assure that children and adult patrons were properly cared for with

non-discriminatory respect, especially as it pertains to direct interaction with child

patrons;

G. Failed to have in place properly supervised handlers and supervisors

to properly monitor and supervise interaction with child patrons to ensure no

protected classes were discriminated against; and

H. Failed to have in place properly supervised and periodically reviewed

written documentation, such as student handbooks, written procedures and/or

other school documents to articulate specific policies regarding costumed

characters interactions with children and adult patrons.

100. Universal Orlando negligently breached its duty to protect and maintain the

health, welfare and safety of child patrons by failing to properly supervise and otherwise

oversee the conduct of its costumed characters who interacted with J.Z. while she was at

Universal Orlando's event.

101. Universal Orlando negligently breached its duty to supervise its costumed

employees and through its acts or omissions, permitting its costumed employees to

engage in improper, harmful and offensive contact with J.Z. while attending a Universal

Orlando-sponsored event.

102. Universal Orlando's breach of its duties to supervise, and ensuing failure to

remove the costumed Gru character from interaction with J.Z. and Universal Orlando's

failure to provide corrective training or reprimand following prior incident in order to
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prevent later offensive behavior to occur again against J.Z., was a direct and proximate

cause of injury to J.Z., Tiffiney and Richard Zinger who each suffered and will continue to

suffer in the future:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. emotional distress;

D. humiliation;

E. embarrassment;

F. insult;

G. offense;

H. revulsion;

l. battery in the form of an unwanted touching (J.Z. only); and

J. loss of enjoyment of life.

WHEREFORE, the Zinger Plaintiffs each seek judgment against Universal

Orlando for compensatory damages and other losses suffered as a proximate result of

Universal Orlando's negligence, including costs, interest and any other damages this

Court deems equitable and just.

COUNT VII
RODRIGUEZ AND MORENO PLAINTIFFS'
CLAIMS OF NEGLIGENT SUPERVISION

103. The Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs readopt and reallege all previous

allegations contained in 1 through 30 above as if set forth herein in full and assert:
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104. As an employer of costumed characters who interact with children at its

amusement properties, Universal Orlando supervised the man dressed as Gru and who

showed the White-Power hate symbol in a photo with H.R., including placing the White

Power symbol by the head of H.R.

105. In its supervision of the man dressed in costume and allowed to interact

with children, such as the Universal Orlando employee who showed the White Power

symbol in the subject photograph, Universal Orlando had a legal duty to use reasonable

care to maintain an environment ensuring the health, welfare and safety of H.R. while she

was a patron at Universal Orlando's amusement park.

106. A relationship existed between H.R. and the costumed character who

interacted with her, giving rise to legal duties on the part of Universal Orlando to protect

and maintain the health, welfare and safety of H.R. at the park.

107. A relationship existed between Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez and the

costumed character who interacted with them, giving rise to legal duties on the part of

Universal Orlando to protect and maintain the health, welfare and safety of them at the

park.

108. Universal Orlando's costumed employees, such as the man dressed as Gru

in the subject photograph, are supervised by handlers and supervisors employed by

Universal Orlando and who accompany the dressed characters to events and oversee

the costumed employeesinteractions with children.

109. Prior to H.R.'s incident as shown in Exhibit A, Universal Orlando was on

notice and became aware, or should have become aware, of problems with the Gru
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costumed character depicted in the H.R. photograph that indicated his unfitness, but

Universal Orlando failed to take further action such as investigation, discharge or

reassignment to prevent injury to H.R.

110. Universal Orlando knew or had reason to know of the harmful and offensive

contact occurring at its sponsored events and unreasonably failed to prevent the

foreseeable harm being inflicted on H.R. during the Universal Orlando costumed

employee's harmful interaction with her. Universal Orlando's handlers were watching or

should have been in a position to watch the Universal employee dressed as Gru display

the White-Power hate symbol in the photo with H.R., yet the handlers and supervisors did

nothing to prevent, restrict or take remedial measures to prevent further incidents. In this

regard, Universal Orlando:

A. Failed to have in place properly supervised targeted policies

governing costumed charactersbehavior around and interaction with child and

adult patrons;

B. Failed to have in place properly supervised targeted policies

governing improper and discriminatory contact with children and adults;

C. Failed to have in place properly supervised policies, procedures and

guidelines regarding what are overtly discriminatory and offensive signals,

gestures and behavior to show towards children and adults who are in protected

classes such as those based on race, national origin and color;

D. Failed to have in place properly supervised informational and

educational programs notifying and/or informing costumed characters and their
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handlers or co-workers what are universally-known and unacceptable signals and

gestures used to show discrimination and hatred towards protected classes;

E. Failed to have in place properly supervised supervisory personnel to

assure that improper contact between costumed characters and protected-class

children and others did not occur;

F. Failed to have in place properly supervised adequate investigatory

procedures to assure that children and adult patrons were properly cared for with

non-discriminatory respect, especially as it pertains to direct interaction with child

patrons;

G. Failed to have in place properly supervised handlers and supervisors

to properly monitor and supervise interaction with child patrons to ensure no

protected classes were discriminated against; and

H. Failed to have in place properly supervised and periodically reviewed

written documentation, such as student handbooks, written procedures and/or

other school documents to articulate specific policies regarding costumed

characters interactions with children and adult patrons.

111. Universal Orlando negligently breached its duty to protect and maintain the

health, welfare and safety of child patrons by failing to properly supervise and otherwise

oversee the conduct of its costumed character who interacted with H.R. while she was at

Universal Orlando's park.

112. Universal Orlando negligently breached its duty to supervise its costumed

employees and through its acts or omissions, permitting its costumed employee to
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engage in improper, harmful and offensive contact with H.R. while she visited Universal

Orlando's park.

113. Universal Orlando's breach of its duties to supervise, and ensuing failure to

remove the costumed Gru character from interaction with H.R. and Universal Orlando's

failure to provide corrective training or reprimand after prior similar incidents to prevent

later offensive behavior to occur again against H.R, was a direct and proximate cause of

injury to H.R., Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez who each suffered and will continue to

suffer in the future:

A. mental anguish;

B. loss of dignity;

C. emotional distress;

D. humiliation;

E. embarrassment;

F. insult;

G. offense;

H. revulsion; and

l. loss of enjoyment of life.

WHEREFORE, the Rodriguez and Moreno Plaintiffs each seek judgment against

Universal Orlando for compensatory damages and other losses suffered as a proximate

result of Universal Orlando's negligence, including costs, interest and any other damages

this Court deems equitable and just.
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COUNT VIII
TIFFINEY AND RICHARD ZINGER'S

CLAIMS OF NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

114. Tiffiney and Richard Zinger readopt and reallege all previous allegations

contained in paragraphs 1 through 30 above as if set forth herein in full and assert:

115. As a direct and proximate result of Universal Orlando negligently allowing

its costumed employee to inflict harmful and offensive contact against J.Z. as shown in

Exhibit B, Tiffiney and Richard each suffered physical injury, as stated below:

A. mental anguish;

B. emotional distress; and

C. revulsion.

116. These injuries were caused by the psychological trauma of seeing the hate-

symbol placed on their child at an event that each attended and where they directed J.Z.

to stand with the Gru character who did this to their child.

117. Tiffiney and Richard have a close personal relationship to J.Z., as they are

her biological parents and caregivers.

WHEREFORE, Tiffiney and Richard Zinger seek judgment against Universal

Orlando for compensatory damages and other losses suffered as a proximate result of

Universal Orlando's actions, including costs, interest and any other damages this Court

deems equitable and just.
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COUNT IX
GEISY MORENO AND JOEL RODRIGUEZ'

CLAIMS OF NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

118. Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez readopt and reallege all previous

allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 30 above as if set forth herein in full and

assert:

119. As a direct and proximate result of Universal Orlando negligently allowing

its costumed employee to inflict harmful and offensive contact and interaction with H.R as

shown in Exhibit A, Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez each suffered physical injury, as

stated below:

A. mental anguish;

B. emotional distress; and

C. revulsion.

120. These injuries were caused by the psychological trauma of seeing the hate-

symbol placed near their child's head at a park that they each attended with their child

and where they directed H.R. to stand with the Gru character who did this to their child.

121. Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez have a close personal relationship to

H.R., as they are her biological parents and caregivers.

WHEREFORE, Geisy Moreno and Joel Rodriguez each seek judgment against

Universal Orlando for compensatory damages and other losses suffered as a proximate

result of Universal Orlando's actions, including costs, interest and any other damages this

Court deems equitable and just.
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Zinger and Rodriguez Complaint and Request for Jury Trial

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Plaintiffs demand a trial by jury on all issues so triable.

Respectfully submitted on June 23, 2021.

/s/ LraA. GWalle
Lisa A. Riddle, Esquire
Florida Bar No. 92521
John W. McLuskey, Esquire
Florida Bar No. 331171
eservice@mmlawmiami.com
lridde@mmlawmiami.com
jmcl@mmlawmiami.com
fhudson@mmlawmiami.com
McLUSKEY, McDONALD & HUGHES, P.A.
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
The Barrister Building
8821 S.W. 69th Court
Miami, FL 33156
305-670-2020 Telephone
305-662-6164 Fax
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.41:11F.iet State of Florida
•

Florida Commission on Human Relations -‘
i)-

An Equal Opportunity Employer • Affirmative Action Employer
Ron DeSaatis 4075 Esplanade Way • Room 110* Tallahassee, Florida 32399-7020 Michelle Wilson

Governor (850) 488-7082 ME; (850) 487-1007 Executive Director
titto://fchr-sMtell.us

United in One Goal: Equal Opportunity ondMutual Respect

FCHR No.: 202023424

CERTIFIED MAIL RECEIPT 91 7199 9991 7033 7533 0320

H.R (minor) child of Geisy Moreno and Joel COMPLAINANT
Rodriguez
C/o Lisa Riddle
8821 SW 69th Court
Miami, FL, 33156

Universal Orlando RESPONDENT
c/o Michael Beaudine
111 North Magnolia Avenue
Suite 1400
Orlando, FL 32801

NOTICE OF RIGHTS

The Florida Commission on Human Relations (Commission) was unable to conciliate or make a

reasonable cause determination within 180 days of the filing of the complaint in this matter.
Therefore, pursuant to sections 760.11(4) and (8), Florida Statutes, the complainant may now

either:
(1) Bring a civil action against the person named in the complaint in any court of

competent jurisdiction WITHIN ONE YEAR of the date of this notice; or

(2) Request an administrative hearing with the Division of Administrative Hearings
under sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes, by filing a Petition for Relief WITHIN 35
DAYS of the date of this notice. A blank Petition for Relief form is enclosed.

The complainant is encouraged to consult with private legal counsel in order to determine the best
course of action. The Commission will take no further action, and this matter will be closed if a

Petition for Relief is not received within 35 days.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Monica Cepero Donna Elam Libby Farmer Mario Garza
Fort Lauderdale Port Richey Tallahassee Lakewood Ranch

Dawn Hanson Larry Hart AL McCambry Derrick McGhee Tallahassee
Tallahassee Fort Myers Lynn Haven

Jay Pichard Angela Primiano Gilbert Singer
Tallahassee Hollywood Tatnpa
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF RIGHTS was filed at Tallahassee,
Florida and sent to the above-named addressees this —1-1-k day of 1(-4Ugh2020, by U.S. Mail.

BY:
Clerk of th6 Commission



State of Florida.
1 EhFlorida Commission on Human Relations lit i; '

..:... 0. An Equal Opportunity Employer • Affirmative Action Employer,
Ron Desantis 4075 Esplanade Way • Room 110* Tallahassee, Florida 32399-7020 Michelle Wilson

Govornor (850) 488-7082 /fa (850) 487-1007 Executive Director
htto://khr.stateil.us

United in One Goal: Equal Opportunityand Mutual Respect

FCHR No.: 202023423

CERTIFIED MAIL RECEIPT 91 7199 9991 7033 7533 0337

J.Z (minor) child of Tiffiney and Richard Zinger COMPLAINANT
C/o Lisa Riddle
8821 SW 69th Court
Miami, FL, 33156

Universal Orlando RESPONDENT
c/o Michael Beaudine
111 North Magnolia Avenue
Suite 1400
Orlando, FL 32801

NOTICE OF RIGHTS

The Florida Commission on Human Relations (Commission) was unable to conciliate or make a

reasonable cause determination within 180 days of the filing of the complaint in this matter.
Therefore, pursuant to sections 760.11(4) and (8), Florida Statutes, the complainant maÿ now
either:

(1) Bring a civil action against the person named in the complaint in any court of
competent jurisdiction WITHIN ONE YEAR of the date of this notice; or

(2) Request an administrative hearing with the Division of Administrative Hearings
under sections 120.569 and 120.57, Florida Statutes, by filing a Petition for Relief WITHIN 35
DAYS of the date of this notice. A blank Petition for Relief form is enclosed.

The complainant is encouraged to consult with private legal counsel in order to determine the best
course of action. The Commission will take no further action, and this matter will be closed if a

Petition for Relief is not received within 35 days.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Monica Cepero Donna Elam Libby Farmer Mario Garza
Fort Lauderdale Port Richey Tallahassee Lakewood Ranch

Dawn Hanson Larry Hart AL McCambry Derrick McGhee Tallahassee
Tallahassee Fort Myers Lynn Haven

Tallahassee Hollywood Tampa
Jay Pichard Angela Primiano Gilbert Singer
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF RIGHTS was filed at Tallahassee,
Florida and sent to the above-named addressees this day of

Rki9k)2020, by U.S. Mail.

BY:
Clerk of t& Commission



1/13/2021 Okay Hand Gesture l Anti-Defamation League

ADL®
FIGHTING HATE FOR GOOD

Okay Hand Gesture

Racist Hand Signs

Note: For reasons explained below, particular caution must be used when

evaluating this symbol.

The "okay" hand gesture—in which the thumb and index finger touch while

the other fingers of the hand are held outstretched—is an obvious and ancient

gesture that has arisen in many cultures over the years with different

meanings. Exhibit E

Today, in a usage that dates to at least as early as 17th century Great Britain, it

most commonly signals understanding, consent, approval or well-being. Since

the early 1800s, the gesture increasingly became associated with the word

"okay" and its abbreviation "ok." The gesture is also important in the Hindu

https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/okay-hand-gesture 1/4
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/ 1'j/17021 Okay Hand Gesture I Anti-Defamation l_eague

and Buddhist worlds, as well as in yoga, where it is known as mudra or vitarka

rnudra, a symbol of inner perfection. The "okay" hand gesture also forms part
of the basis for a number of words or concepts in American Sign Language. It

appears in many other contexts as well.

Use of the okay symbol in most contexts is entirely innocuous and harmless.

In 2017, the "okay" hand gesture acquired a new and different significance
thanks to a hoax by members of the website 4chan to falsely promote the

gesture as a hate symbol, claiming that the gesture represented the letters

"wp," for "white power." The "okay" gesture hoax was merely the latest in a

series of similar 4chan hoaxes using various innocuous symbols; in each case,

the hoaxers hoped that the media and liberals would overreact by
condemning a common image as white supremacist.

In the case of the "okay" gesture, the hoax was so successful the symbol
became a popular trolling tactic on the part of right-leaning individuals, who
would often post photos to social media of themselves posing while making
the "okay" gesture.

Ironically, some white supremacists themselves soon also participated in
such trolling tactics, lending an actual credence to those who labeled the

trolling gesture as racist in nature. By 2019, at least some white supremacists
seem to have abandoned the ironic or satiric intent behind the original
trolling campaign and used the symbol as a sincere expression of white

supremacy, such as when Australian white supremacist Brenton Tarrant
flashed the symbol during a March 2019 courtroom appearance soon after his

arrest for allegedly murdering 50 people in a shooting spree at mosques in

Christchurch, New Zealand.

https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-syrnbols/okay-hand-gesture 214



1/13/2021 Okay Hand Gesture I Anti-Defamation League

The overwhelming usage of the "okay" hand gesture today is still its

traditional purpose as a gesture signifying assent or approval. As a result,
someone who uses the symbol cannot be assumed to be using the symbol in
either a trolling or, especially, white supremacist context unless other
contextual evidence exists to support the contention. Since 2017, many people
have been falsely accused of being racist or white supremacist for using the

"okay" gesture in its traditional and innocuous sense.

Other, similar-seeming hand gestures have also been mistakenly assumed to

have white supremacist connotations as a result of the "okay" hoax. One of

these is the so-called "Circle Game in which people attempt to trick each

other into looking at an okay-like hand gesture made somewhere below the

waist. Another is the hand sign of the Three Percenter movement, a wing of

the anti-government extremist militia movement. Three Percenters, who are

right-wing extremists but are not typically white supremacists, often make a

hand gesture to symbolize their movement that uses the outstretched middle,

ring, and pinky fingers to represent a Roman numeral "3." This gesture, from

certain angles, can often resemble an "okay" hand gesture and has been

misinterpreted by some as a white supremacist symbol.

Because of the traditional meaning of the "okay" hand gesture, as well as other

usages unrelated to white supremacy, particular care must be taken not to

jump to conclusions about the intent behind someone who has used the

gesture.

ADDITIONAL IMAGES:

https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/okay-hand-gesture 3/4
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1/18/2021 That hand symbol you're seeing everywhere? Not OK - The Boston Globe

• BREAKING MASS. REPORTS 3,224 NEW BREAKING: MASS. REPORTS 3,224 NEW
CONFIRMED CORONAVIRUS LASES, CONFIRMED CORONAVIRUS CASES, 52

NEW DEATHS

@LARGE l MICHAEL ANDOR BRODEUR

That hand symbol you're seeing
everywhere? Not OK
By Michael Andor Brodeur Globe Correspondent, Updated September 21, 2018, 7:52 a.m.

•

https://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/2018/09/20/that-hand-symbol-you-seeing-everywhere-not/6NXpp9PHsEKiunjyplFjDJ/story.html 1/6
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1/18/2021 That hand symbol you're seeing everywhere? Not OK - The Boston Globe

I know what "the circle game" is. It's a Joni Mitchell song and an album from Tom Rush

that my dad was super into; but it's also the earliest known example of live trolling.

My brothers used to "play" it with me. It involves forrning your thumb and index finger
into a circle, holding the gesture below your waistline, and finding ways to make your

opponent/younger brother look at it. Much like beholding the Medusa with one's

doomed eyes before they turned stony, looking at "this" (as it was usually referred to)
came with a penalty — usually a knuckle-heavy charley horse delivered to the meat of the

shoulder.

It's important to note that the glancer could avert said charley horse by stabbing the

circle with his own finger and successfully withdrawing it; however, if the stab attempt
was caught in the grip of the circler's hand, the penalty punch was doubled. Same

shoulder.

So, once more before we continue, I know all about the circle game. No need to e-mail

me when we're done here and explain it to me, as several have on Facebook whenever

discussions emerge about the nefarious semiotic drift suffered by the once-innocent

gesture for "OK."

https://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/2018/09/20/that-hand-symbol-you-seeing-everywhere-not/6NXpp9PHsEKiunjyplFjDJ/story.html 2/6
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ADVERTISING

0 Replay

You know the one. It's the very one from the punching game, but it's also the one

from decades of nonverbal expressions of OK-ness. It's a cheery, neighborly, borderline

bumpkiny way to signal interpersonal affirmation, so naturally it's been co-opted by
racist trolls.

The rise and fall and rise (and fall) of the OK gesture is not a particularly exciting story,
but it is a complicated one. Starting in the damp, dateless caverns of 4chan, "Operation
0-KKK" was launched by an anonymous cadre of posters as a potentially powerful

trolling methodology that involved simply taking the once-innocuous gesture and

superimposing a (possibly?) disingenuous new meaning.

"[W]e must flood Twitter and other social media websites... claiming that the OK hand

sign is a symbol of white supremacy," reads the post-zero of the phenomenon. "Leftists

have dug so deep down into their lunacy. We must force [them] to dig more, until the

rest of society ain't going anywhere near that [expletive]."

Since then, the gesture has curled the claws of high-profile nationalist provocaturds
like Milo Yiannopolous and Richard Spencer, and has effectively spread across alt-

right and alt-lite photo ops relatively unchecked for the last two years.

https://www.bostonglobe.com/arts/2018/09/20/that-hand-symbol-you-seeing-everywhere-not/6NXpp9R-IsEKiuniypiFjDJ/story.html 3/6
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It's like lowering the frequency of a dog whistle slightly; it becomes something detectable

only as a murmur in the background. (Call it white noise.) It starts to seem normal.

But put aside for a rnoment that these hoaxes loosen the comrnon turf of truth, making it

tough for anything to take root. And put aside that any symbol can be recruited,

politicized, distorted beyond recognition, and deployed into live trolling — from Fred

Perry polos to cartoon frogs to Fred Perry polos with cartoon frogs.

From my less than comfortable bed here at the mental institution, my triggered,

paranoid, libby, whatever brain still has the wherewithal to wonder: If a gesture is used

to disingenuously signal something racist, is that really much better than, say, just

signaling something racist?

That is, does treating racism like a game of "made you look," or manipulating it as a

means of public entertainment, serve to push back against bigotry or promote it? If

anything, flippantly flashing a potentially racist symbol (one that has been earnestly

adopted), seems like a way to indulge in the benefits of a presumed exemption from

rnatters of race in an aggressively juvenile (or proudly boyish) way. Seems kinda racist.

But hey, that's just me wildly guessing. There's no way to know for sure what it all means,

is there? For now, looking at the hand means suffering whatever blows come from

looking. Unless, of course, we change the rules.

Michael Andor Brodeur can be reached at mbrodeur@globe.com. Follow him on

Twitter @MBrodeur.

Show 185 comments

https://www.bostonglobe.corn/arts/2018/09/20/that-hand-symbol-you-seeing-everywhere-not/6NXpp9PHsEKiunjyplFjDJ/story.html 5/6
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©2021 Boston Globe Media Partners, LLC
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1/13/2021 Group flashes apparent Nazi salutes on Universal Studios ride

_

IStockphoto
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In a statement obtained by Spectrum News 13, a spokesperson for Universal said, "Hate has no place here — and we have
no tolerance for any display of hatred within our destination. We stand for diversity, inclusion and respect. Any guest using
hate speech or displaying hate symbols will be immediately removed from our destination and not allowed to return."

It's unclear if the guests in the photo were identified and if any action was taken against them by the park, News Spectrum
13 reports.

The Universal Studios Hollywood website description for the Revenge of the Mummy ride states, "if you dare, face heart-

pounding special effects and unexpected twists at every turn as you escape the Mummys revenge in life-like horror. It will

change you forever!"

FP E, ALT-RIGHT, AMUSEMENT PARKS, NAZIS, NEO-NAZIS, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS, 8/21 /19

NEW
YORK
POST RECOMMENDED;

Fthibit GJ
https://nypost.com/2019/08/21/group-flashes-apparent-nazi-salutes-on-universal-studios-ride/3/4.
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Kyle Rittenhouse flashed hate symbols,
posed with Proud Boys in a Wisconsin bar,
prosecutors say

By Katie Shepherd
4- Add to list

Jan. 14, 2021 at 4:45 a.m. EST

Shortly after pleading not guilty to murder and weapons charges earlier

this month, Kyle Rittenhouse showed up at a bar in Mount Pleasant, Wis.,
clad in a T-shirt that said "Free as F---," prosecutors said. Then the 18-

year-old allegedly drank three beers, posed for photos with members of
Proud Boys and flashed a "white powee hand sign.

The excursion raised red flags for prosecutors handling the states case

against Rittenhouse, who is charged with fatally shooting two men and

wounding a third during an August protest following the police shooting of

a Black man in Kenosha, Wis.

On Wednesday, the Kenosha County District Attorney's Office asked a

judge to forbid Rittenhouse from drinking alcohol, using "white

supremacist" signs and spending time with members of the Proud Boys, a

[Exhibit
I

male-chauvinist group with ties to white nationalism.
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Kyle Rittenhouse, who is charged with killing two at a protest in Kenosha, Wis., was photographed drinking
underage, using "white power hand gestures and meeting members of the Proud Boys group at a bar,
prosecutors say. (Kenosha County District Attorney)
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1/15/2021 Far-right symbols seen at the U.S. Capitol riot: What they mean and where they come from - Washington Post

Democracy Dies in Darkness

National

Identifying far-right symbols that
appeared at the U.S. Capitol riot

By Washington Post Staff

Updated Jan. 15 at 2:56 p.m.

A day that began with President Trump telling his most ardent followers to

continue to fight back against the results of an election he lost spun out of

control on Jan. 6 when a violent mob broke down the doors to the U.S. Capitol
and went on a rampage inside. Assembled in the crowd were a range of far-right
groups, including self-described militias, white nationalists, and sundry

conspiracists and agitators. They broke windows with flags poles, raised banners

on scaffolding assembled for the inauguration of President-elect Joe Biden and

charged police lines, attacking officers as they surged forward. Some wore

tactical vests and helmets adorned with far-right symbols and slogans.

Here's what we know about the groups involved and what their symbols mean:

Select...

[Exhibit L]

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/interactive/2021/far-right-symbols-capitol-riot/ 1/24
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Democracy Dies in Darkness

The hand gesture commonly used to connote "OK" was co-opted in 2017 by
members of the far-right and white supremacists who recast the symbol to mean

white powee — indicated by the W and P formed by the hand. The use of the

hand gesture has since become a common occurrence at far-right rallies and

among some Trump supporters who make it to taunt opponents.

The Three Percenters, a right-wing anti-government militia group, also utilizes a

similar symbol — outstretched middle, ring and pinkie fingers to represent the

Roman numeral for three — that can at a glance be mistaken for the "OK"

gesture, though Three Percenters is not explicitly white supremacist.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/interactive/2021/far-right-symbols-capitol-riot/ 5/24
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"OK" HAND SYMBOL

(Photo illustration by Daron Taylor/The Washington Post; photo by Amanda Andrade-Rhoades for The
Washington Post)
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Decoding the Far-Right Symbols at the Capitol Riot
There were militia flags and banners of extremist groups, as well as absurd images of dinosaurs and comic book logos
that belied the violence that was to unfold.

By Matthew Rosenberg and Ainara Tiefenthaler

Jan. 13, 2021

Militiamen showed up proudly bearing the emblems of their groups — American flags with the stars replaced by the
Roman numeral III, patches that read "Oath Keepers." Alt-right types wore Pepe the Frog masks, and QAnon
adherents could be seen in T-shirts urging people to "Trust the Plan." White supremacists brought their variant of
the Crusader cross.

And then there were thousands of Trump supporters with MAGA gear — flags, hats, T-shirts, thermoses, socks. One

flag portrayed President Trump as Rambo; another featured him riding a Tyrannosaurus rex and carrying the kind
of rocket-propelled grenade launcher seen on the streets of Mogadishu or Kandahar.

The iconography of the American far right was on display on Jan 6. during the violence at the Capitol. The dizzying
array of symbols, slogans and images was, to many Americans, a striking aspect of the unrest, revealing an
alternate political universe where violent extremists, outright racists and conspiracy theorists march side by side
with evangelical Christians, suburban Trump supporters and young men who revel in making memes to "own the
libs."

Uniting them is a loyalty to Mr. Trump and a firm belief in his false and discredited insistence that the election was

stolen. The absurdity of many images — the patches that read "Zombie Outbreak Response Team," for instance —

only masked a devotion that inspired hundreds from the crowd to mount a deadly attack on Congress.

"It's often all a caricature — it looks like military fan fiction — until it's not and it crosses a very dangerous line," said
Joan Donovan, the research director of the Shorenstein Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy at the Harvard

Kennedy School.

"It's funny until it's scary," she said.

These are some of the groups and their insignia.

The Militias
Out in force were right-wing militias like the Oath Keepers and the Three Percenters, whose symbol, the Roman
numeral III, could be seen on patches and flags. Both groups are anti-government, pro-guns and, nowadays,
devoted to Mr. Trump.

Others on the right who share the militia's anti-government views often signal their beliefs with the Gadsden flag, a

yellow banner dating to the American Revolution with a rattlesnake and the phrase "Dont Tread on Me." Dozens
were waved at the Capitol last week.

And then there is the Confederate battle flag. A man carried the banner of secession and slavery through the halls of
the Capitol on Jan. 6.

https://wwwnytimes.com/2021/01/13/video/extremist-signs-symbols-capitol-riot.html 1/3
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Hot Fallout Latest Updates Inside the Siege Visual Timeline Notable Arrests Capitol Police

Boogaloos and Proud Boys

Reuters

The Boogaloos marked themselves by wearing their signature
Hawaiian shirts. A group of Proud Boys showed up in orange hats.

RACE/RELATED: A deep and provocative exploration of race, identity Sign Up
and society with New York Times journalists.

Both the Boogaloos and the Proud Boys include racists and anti-

Semites, though the outright white supremacists tend to keep a

lower profile. Some wear Crusader crosses or Germanic pagan
imagery that has become popular on the racist and anti-Semitic

fringes. Others have adopted the "OK" hand gesture as their own,
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Boogaloos and Proud Boys
The Boogaloos marked themselves by wearing their signature Hawaiian shirts. A group of Proud Boys showed up in

orange hats.

RACE/RELATED: A deep and provocative exploration of race, identity Sign Up
and society with New York Times journalists.

Both the Boogaloos and the Proud Boys include racists and anti-Semites, though the outright white supremacists
tend to keep a lower profile. Some wear Crusader crosses or Germanic pagan imagery that has become popular on

the racist and anti-Semitic fringes. Others have adopted the "OK" hand gesture as their own, seeing it as mimicking
the letters "W" and "P," for "white power."

Pepe and Kek'

Pepe the Frog, the smirking cartoon amphibian that has become a widely recognized symbol of the alt-right crowd,
was a common sight.

Also on display were the green-and-white flags of Kekistan, the fictional country that is home to the deity "Kek." In
the meme-driven culture of the alt-right, a satirical religion has sprouted up around Kek "as a way to troll liberals
and self-righteous conservatives," according to the Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks hate groups. "He is a

god of chaos and darkness, with the head of a frog, the source of their mimetic 'magic; to whom the alt-right and
Donald Trump owe their success."

Capitol Riot Fallout

From Riot to Impeachment

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/13/video/extremist-signs-symbols-capitol-riot.html 2/3
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The riot inside the U.S. Capitol on Wednesday, Jan. 6, followed a rally at which President Trump
made an inflammatory speech to his supporters, questioning the results of the election. Here's
a look at what happened and the ongoing fallout:

• As this video shows, poor planning and a restive crowd encouraged by President Trump set
the stage for the riot.

a A two hour period was crucial to turning the rally into the riot.

• Several Trump administration officials, including cabinet members Betsy DeVos and Elaine

SEE MORE v

The flag is partly derived from the Nazi flag, a design that is treated as a provocative joke in alt-right circles.

QAnon
This conspiracy theory falsely claims that there is a cabal of Democrats, deep-state bureaucrats and international
financiers who use their power to rape and kill children, and that Mr. Trump was elected to vanquish them.

The canard is convoluted and confusing, but its iconography is clear and was plentiful: There were shirts with the
letter "Q" or slogans like "Trust the Plan"; signs saying "Save the Children"; and flags with the abbreviation
"WWGIWGA," which stands for "Where We Go One, We Go All."

Trump Supporters
Alongside the violent, the overtly racist and the paranoid were thousands of devoted Trump supporters, some of
whom even brought young children. The crowd was filled with people in MAGA regalia, and Trump flags were

everywhere. Most just said "TrumV; others were a bit more outlandish.

Comic Books and Science Fiction
The skull-like symbol of the Punisher, a crime-fighting Marvel comic book antihero, was a common sight. It has
become a popular emblem on the far right in recent years and is sometimes used by police officers to signal one
another without having to wear badges.

There were people waving the South Vietnamese flag, which disappeared decades ago when the North won the war.
But now it lives again, adopted by some on the American right as a symbol of anti-communist resistance.

Then there was the Zombie Outbreak Response Team. A man wearing a sticker with its emblem was photographed
inside the Capitol. His face is obscured in the picture, and he has not been identified. But the zombie team's website
describes its members as "preppers and survivalists preparing for all worst case scenarios?'

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/13/video/extremist-signs-symbols-capitol-riot. htm I 3/3
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The OK hand sign has been added to a list of hate symbols.

The finger-and-thumb gesture - which is also a popular emoji - is being used

by some as a "sincere expression of white supremacy", according to the Anti-
Defamation League (ADL).

https.//www.bbc.comlnews/newsbeat-49837898 1 /9
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It's thought the OK sign was first used in Britain in the 17th century

The ADL says the OK symbol_ has become a "popular trolling tactic" from
"right-leaning individuals, who often post photos to social media of
themselves posing white making the gesture".

It started out as an online joke on 4Chan - taking an innocent gesture and
pretending there was a hidden meaning behind it, hoping to trick the media
and left-leaning people into outrage.

But the joke was so successful and widespread among the far-right, that many
believe the OK sign is changing meaning.

The man accused of killing 51 people at mosques in Christchurch, New
Zealand, earlier this year flashed the OK hand sign when he was in court.

He's pleaded not guilty to murder.
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The suspect flashed a hand sign as he appeared in court charged with murder

Dr Paul Stocker, a historian who specialises in far-right movements, says the
OK sign is a way of people who are in the far-right to communicate to each
other.

"It's a coded message to people who are in the know and understand what the
far-right are doing," he tells Radio 1 Newsbeat.

"That symbol indicates to core supporters that they are one of them."

The writer says it's common for extremist groups to take signs "already in the
public domain and twist their meaning".

"The process of finding symbols has accelerated with the alt-right. They
operate mainly online and use coded language and memes that might seem

innocuous, but if you drill down into them they have meaning."

The Anti-Defamation League is very keen to stress that more often that not,
the symbol means everything is OK.

"The overwhelming usage of the hand gesture today is still its traditional
purpose.

"As a result, someone who uses the symbol cannot be assumed to be using the
symbol in either a trolling or white supremacist context."
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When the O.K. Sign Is No Longer O.K.
Here is how a hand gesture long seen as innocuous was appropriated to signify "white power:'

By Vanessa Swales

Dec. 15, 2019

Touching the thumb and index finger to make a circle, with the remaining three fingers held outstretched, is a

gesture that people around the world have made for centuries, mostly in positive contexts.

It is used for several purposes in sign languages, and in yoga as a symbol to demonstrate inner perfection. It figures
in an innocuous made-you-look game. Most of all, it has been commonly used for generations to signal "O.K.," or all
is well.

But in recent years, it has also been appropriated for a more malign purpose — to signify "white power." The gesture
has become an extremist meme, according to the Anti-Defamation League.

Now, officials at West Point and Annapolis are investigating whether cadets and midshipmen who made the sign
with their hands during television coverage of the Army-Navy football game on Saturday were doing so to express
racist sentiments.

Here is how the hand gesture became a fraught one.

Where did the sign come from?
The widely understood modern use of the gesture for approval or assent seems to have arisen along with the term
"O.K." in the 19th century. Some researchers have traced the word to 1839, when Charles Gordon Greene wrote
jokingly in The Boston Morning Post about it being an intentionally misspelled abbreviation for "all correct." The
term caught on, and the hand gesture, with the fingers forming something vaguely like an 0 and a K, became closely
linked with it.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/15/us/ok-sign-white-power.html 1/3,
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A man wearing a Pepe the Frog mask made a hand signal understood to signify "white
poweras members and supporters of the Proud Boys, a far-right group, shouted at

opponents after a rally in Washington in July. Dave Sanders for The New York Times

How did it become connected to "white power"?
It started in early 2017 as a hoax. Some users of 4chan, an anonymous and unrestricted online message board,
began what they called "Operation 0-KKK," to see if they could trick the wider world — and especially liberals and
the mainstream media — into believing that the innocuous gesture was actually a clandestine symbol of white
power.

COOKING: Daily inspiration, delicious recipes and other updates
sign Up

from Sam Sifton and NYT Cooking.

"We must flood twitter and other social media websites with spam, claiming that the OK hand signal is a symbol of
white supremacy," one of the users posted, going on to suggest that everyone involved create fake social media
accounts "with basic white girl names" to propagate the notion as widely as possible.

The 4chan hoax succeeded all too well, and ceased being a hoax: Neo-Nazis, Ku Klux Klansmen and other white
nationalists began using the gesture in public to signal their presence and to spot potential sympathizers and

recruits. For them, the letters formed by the hand were not 0 and K, but W and P, for "white power?'

The gesture is not the only symbol to have been appropriated and swiftly weaponized by alt-right internet trolls.
The Southern Poverty Law Center has identified memes featuring the hoax religion of Kek and the cartoon
character Pepe the Frog, among others, as being at the forefront of white nationalists' efforts to distract and
infuriate liberals.

Where else has the gesture surfaced?
A number of high-profile figures on the far right have helped spread the gesture's racist connotation by flashing it

conspicuously in public, including Milo Yiannopolous, an outspoken former Breitbart editor, and Richard B. Spencer,
one of the promoters of the white power rally in Charlottesville, Va., in 2017 that resulted in the death of a 32-year-
old woman.

The gesture was in the headlines again after Roger Stone, a longtime political adviser to President Trump, met with
a group of white nationalists known as the Proud Boys in Salem, Ore., in 2018 and was photographed displaying it
with them.

Critics expressed outrage when a former White House aide, Zina Bash, appeared to be flashing the sign as she sat
behind Brett M. Kavanaugh during his televised Senate confirmation hearings for his appointment to the Supreme
Court. Defenders of Ms. Bash insisted that she had not intended any racist connotation and was merely signaling
O.K. to someone.

That the gesture has migrated beyond ironic trolling culture to become a "sincere expression of white supremacy,"
according to the Anti-Defamation League, could be seen in March 2019 when Brenton Tarrant, the white
supremacist accused of killing 50 people in back-to-back mass shootings at two mosques in Christchurch, New

Zealand, smiled and flashed the sign to reporters at a court hearing on his case.

Some people who have used the gesture publicly in a way that seemed to suggest support for racist views have

faced consequences. In 2018, the United States Coast Guard suspended an officer who appeared to use the sign on

camera during an MSNBC broadcast. Later that year, four police officers in Jasper, Ala., were suspended after a

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/15/us/ok-sign-white-power.html 2/3
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photo was published showing them flashing the sign below the waist. And over the summer, a baseball fan was

barred indefinitely from Wrigley Field in Chicago after making the gesture behind the NBC sports commentator

Doug Glanville during a broadcast of a Cubs game.

Vanessa Swales is a reporter covering national news. She previously worked for NBC Investigations, Reveal from The Center for Investigative
Reporting, Diario SUR and SUR in English. @Vanessa_Swales

Aversion of this article appears in print on, Section A, Page 21 of the New York edition with the headline: Supremacists Have Seized The O.K. Sign As Their Own

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/15/us/ok-sign-white-power.html 3/3
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How did the OK sign become a symbol of white supremacy?
Gesture been used as positive symbol for centuries before being hijacked by alt-right
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The military is investigating whether a hand gesture displayed by cadets and
Army-Navy football game on Saturday was meant to express racist sentiment

The hand sign that was flashed on camera is one that has had a benign meani
"OK", or all is well. But in recent years, it has also been appropriated for othe
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Touching the thumb and index finger to make a circle, with the remaining three fingers held outstretched, is a gesture that
people around the world have made for centuries, mostly in positive contexts. It is used for several purposes in sign languages,
and in yoga as a symbol to demonstrate inner perfection.

The widely understood modern use of the sign for approval or assent seems to have arisen along with the term "OK" in the 19Z1

century. Some researchers have traced the word to 1839, when Charles Gordon
Post about it being an intentionally misspelled abbreviation for "all correct". The

fingers forming something vaguely like an 0 and K, became closely linked with i

How did it become connected to "white powee?
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It started in early 2017 as a hoax. Anonymous users of 4chan, an anonymous and unrestricted online message board, began what

they called "Operation 0-KKK," to see if they could trick the wider world — and especially, liberals and the mainstream media
— into believing that the innocuous gesture was actually a clandestine symbol of white power.

"We must flood Twitter and other social media websites with spam, claiming that the OK hand signal is a symbol of white

supremacy," one of the users posted, going on to suggest that everyone involved create fake social media accounts "with basic
white girl names" to propagate the notion as widely as possible.
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The 4chan hoax succeeded all too well and ceased being a hoax: Neo-Nazis, Ku Klux Klansrnen and other white nationalists
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began using the gesture in public to signal their presence and to spot potential sympathisers and recruits. For them, the letters
formed by the hand were not 0 and K, but W and P, for "white power".
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The gesture is not the only symbol to have been appropriated and swiftly weaponized by alt-right internet trolls. The Southern

Poverty Law Centre has identified memes featuring the hoax religion of "Kele and cartoon character Pepe the Frog, among
others, as being at the forefront of white nationalistsefforts to distract and infuriate liberals.
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Where else has the gesture surfaced?

A number of high-profile figures on the far right have helped spread the gesture's racist connotation by flashing it conspicuously
in public, including Milo Yiannopoulos, an outspoken former Breitbart editor, and Richard Spencer, one of the promoters of the
white power rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, in 2017 that resulted in the death of a 32-year-old woman.
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Critics expressed outrage when a former White House aide, Zina Bash, appeared to be flashing the sign as she sat behind Brett

Kavanaugh during his televised Senate confirmation hearings for his appointment to the Supreme Court. Defenders of Ms Bash

insisted that she had not intended any racist connotation and was merely signalling OK to someone.

That the gesture has migrated beyond ironic trolling culture to becorne a

the Anti-Defamation League, could be seen in March 2019 when Brenton
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